
 

 

 

 

 

Western Madagascar Tsingy Tour: Itinerary   

 

 
 

In 8 Days / 7 Nights - Available from Mid May until Mid November 

 

 

Itinerary: Antananarivo - Morondava - Bekopaka - Morondava - Antananarivo 

This is an adventure on an unpaved road through the forest, crossing the Tsiribihina 

River and then arriving in the national park of Bemaraha. The West of Madagascar is 

famous for its giant trees, the baobabs, the spectacular Tsingy of Bemaraha and the 

sunset at the baobab alleys.  

 

Theme 

WALKING, WILDLIFE, PHOTOGRAPHY, PANORAMIC VIEW 

 

Main Interests 

 Antananarivo: the capital city 

 National Park of Bemaraha 

 Baobab alleys 

 Betania Village 

 

Difficulty 

 For sportive people 

 Good physical condition needed 

 Off the beaten track  

 

Memorable Experiences 

 Road adventure through a deciduous forest 

 Walk and adventure through labyrinth & caves in the Tsingy 

 Go through the suspended bridge, canyons 

 Dhow safari along the colourful gorges of the Manambolo River 

 Photograph the spectacular pinnacles, unique in the world 

 Tasting tropical fruits and typical Malagasy food 

 

Included 

 Meet & greet upon your arrival at the customs area 

 Assistance for your visa deliverance 

 Baggage assistance 

 A small bottle of mineral water per day per person during all road transfers 

 A gift at the end of the trip 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

DAY 1: ARRIVAL - ANTANANARIVO 

Arrival at the airport of Antananarivo. Meet and transfer to the hotel. 

Accommodation on bed and breakfast basis in your hotel. 

Hotels: 

High-end hotel: Palissandre, Relais des plateaux 

Middle-range hotel: Les 3metis, Le Chat’O 

 

DAY 2: ANTANANARIVO – MORONDAVA (Internal Flight) 

Have breakfast at the hotel and transfer to the airport. Fly to Morondava (according 

to flight schedules, which are subject to change). Upon arrival, meet and transfer to 

your hotel. In the afternoon, take an excursion by local canoe to discover the local 

fishermen villagers and the mangroves. 

Accommodation on half-board basis in your hotel. 

Hotels: 

High-end hotel: Palissandre Cote Ouest 

Middle-range hotel: Baobab Café, Kimony Resort 

 

DAY 3: MORONDAVA - BEKOPAKA  about 8-hour drive with stops ) 

After breakfast, depart by 4X4 for Bekopaka. After crossing the River Tsiribihina, have 

lunch at Belo Sur Tsiribihina (at your own arrangement). Check-in at Bekopaka in the 

early evening. Accommodation on bed and breakfast basis in your hotel for 3 nights. 

Hotels: 

High-end hotel: Soleil des Tsingy 

Middle-range hotel: Olympe du bemaraha, Orchidée du bemaraha, Grand hotel 

du Tsingy 

 

DAY 4: BEKOPAKA- MANAMBOLO GORGE & SMALL TSINGY 

Have breakfast at the hotel, and then board a local canoe to discover the gorge of 

Manambolo with is beautiful landscape, and the old tombs of the Vazimba people, 

who lived in the area previously. Then explore the small Tsingy of Bemaraha. Enjoy 

the amazing the beauty of this park, visiting its caves, circulating through its 

labyrinths and enjoying panoramic views onto the pinnacles of limestone. Head 

back to the hotel in the afternoon. 

 

DAY 5: BEKOPAKA- BIG TSINGY 

Have breakfast at the hotel. Today you will visit the Big Tsingy. 

 

DAY 6: BEKOPAKA- MORONDAVA 

After breakfast at the lodge, drive back to Morondava. Stop on the way and visit 

the Baobab Lovers on the way and perhaps admire the sunset before the transfer to 

your hotel. Accommodation on half-board basis in your hotel. 

Hotels: 

High-end hotel: Palissandre Cote Ouest 

Middle-range hotel: Baobab Café, Le Renala au Sable d’Or 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

DAY 7: MORONDAVA – ANTANANARIVO 

After breakfast at the hotel, transfer to the airport and fly back to Antananarivo. 

Meet at the airport and transfer to your hotel. Accommodation on bed and 

breakfast basis in your hotel. 

High-end hotel: Palissandre, Relais des plateaux 

Middle-range hotel: Les 3metis, Le Chat’O 

 

DAY 8: ANTANANARIVO - OUT 

Transfer to the airport and fly back home. Enjoy a last shopping opportunity 

(depending on your flight schedule). 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DESTINATIONS  

 

ANTANANARIVO 

The Malagasy name “Antananarivo” means “The City of a Thousand”, referring to 

the 1000 armed men stationed within its walls by King Andrianjaka in the 

seventeenth century. The French have rebaptiséd Tananarive during colonization. 

For short, it is simply “Tana”. Whatever you call it, Antananarivo, or Tana, the capital 

of Madagascar is still the City of a Thousand: a thousand scents, a thousand views, a 

thousand ways to walk its streets, the mile stairs connecting upper town and city low 

... Antananarivo occupies the slopes of a rocky ridge rising to about 1435 meters, 

dotted with a few lakes such as Mandroseza, Anosy, especially Lake Masay. 

Antananarivo has an international airport. The city is the economic, cultural and 

administrative center of the country. Local industries produce food, tobacco, textiles 

and leather goods derived. Its population was estimated at 2.000.000 residents. 

 

Morondava: The Sakalava Territory 

The west coast of Madagascar is mainly a fertile savanna, while travelling 

southwards we find a drier, rather bushy territory with astonishing landscapes. 

Spectacular limestone promontories called tsingy pile up towards the north, whilst 

bizarre-looking baobabs with immense trunks build fairy-tale forests towards the 

south. The western coast of Madagascar is much drier than the eastern coast. In 

general, we can say the climate here is dry tropical. During the dry months between 

May and November it does not rain at all and the temperatures are pleasant (20 to 

25°c on average). Between December and April it can rain torrentially or just a 

couple of showers, depending on the year. 

 

THE ALLEE DES BAOBABS  

Baobabs in the region of Menabe are endemic trees called “Adansonia 

grandidieri”. The famous Allée des Baobabs features these magnificent bottle trees 

clustering together at both sides of the road. It is amazing, especially at dawn. The 

“Baobabs in Love” are interlaced trees a little way away from the Alley of the 

Baobabs.  Giant sacred baobabs have become a place of worship; offerings are 

put at the foot of the trees. 

 

NATIONAL PARK OF BEMARAHA 

A UNESCO World Heritage Site, the Tsingy of Bemaraha is without doubt one of the 

most prestigious protected areas in Madagascar. The limestone massif is an ancient 

coral reef, like the Tisngy of Ankarana. At Bemaraha , erosion has created deep 



 

 

vertical cliffs, filled with faults and crevices ,which form a complex labyrinth of caves 

and rivers. At the end of the gorge of Manambolo there is a fairy labyrinth of 

grottoes, crevices, and gorges dominated by the sharpened limestone peaks « of 

the Tsingy of Bemaraha (pinnacles). We can easily understand then the origin of its 

name because it’s impossible to walk on it even tip-toeing. 

This geological paradise offers a surprising diversity of fauna and flora. More than 

85% of plants are endemic to Madagascar. In Bemaraha, nature lovers can admire 

crocodiles, lemurs (Sifaka, brown lemur), birds and sometimes even the famous fossa 

in their natural habitat. 

 

 


